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futuristic
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Abbreviated name of company: Pales d.o.o.
Trademark: OPUS Aeris©
Registered office: Kongresni trg 5, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia / SLO - EU

Telephone: +386 (0)599 302 19 
Telephone:  +386 (0)31 378 996
Telephone:  +386 (0)41 762 589
Telephone:  +386 (0)40 226 328

E-mail: info@opus.si
Website: http://www.opus.si
FB: https://www.facebook.com/SkupinaOpus

Central registration number: 5695686
Tax number: 54867894
ID for VAT: SI54867894

Basic company capital: 7,500.00 EUR
Date of first entry in court register: 1992 
Date of most recent entry in court register: 11 April 2006
District Court Ljubljana, registration file number: 1/33984/00

Transaction account: SI56 03138-1086483113 SKB BANKA

Director: Pavle Okorn & Slavica V. Okorn
Deputy: Gal Okorn
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Pales d.o.o., with its trademark Opus Aeris®, for more than a decade has combined many 
years of practical knowledge of the everyday working environment, How to live & work in 
a connected world with no cables. The furniture that is accompanied by the slogan: “No 
Cable Society” is a futuristically designed working environment and office layout that is 
based on lightness, exceptional mobility and being firmly set in the modern technology of 
the future. Its airiness and unforced setting in the environment has attracted a great deal 
of favorable comment. 

MISSION, VISION, AIMS

Our vision and aim is to strive for the integration of a high quality working environment, 
which is actually linked to the user’s needs and the specific culture of the company or way 
of life.
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we need the office of the future

The Opus Aeris system is intended for users in time, as:

  innovative
  practical 
  adaptable  
  flexible
  mobile
  easily transparent
  creatively designed

“
why
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The multi-functionality of the Opus Aeris system, in addition to a fresh, pure approach, 
also offers great functional value. It can be an impressive piece in a living room, above all 
functional in an office, or stand alone as a bedside table.

It provides the possibility of a free choice of combining elements, as well as being 
designed to order on the theme of your choice. The design can be adjusted to you 
personally or to your company’s activity. The Opus Aeris system is also very functional 
for promotion or exhibition presentations.

We leave the decision on color and final finish to you, so that you can create your own 
individual composition.

“
advantages
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opus aeris  RENAULT | 3D osnutki | pogled od spredaj opus aeris RED BULL | 3D osnutki | pogled od spredajopus aeris FERRARI | 3D osnutki | pogled od spredaj | martina
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As an addition capable of functioning as partition walls, we offer well designed lighting in 
two dimensions:

   90 x 120 cm
   90 x 90 cm

“
lighting


